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meets with the arrival of 2017, and Jordan Brand continues to introduce replica shoes to meet the needs of the operators, and in the near future there is the Air Jordan 12 Low Wolf Grey group
and the release date. Air Jordan 12 Low 'Wolf Grey' is based on gray design, skillfully using Nubuck leather, cloth two kinds of uppers material, showing different levels of feeling. A single tone
plus a low shoe body also gives the impression of Lifestyle. Interestingly, trapeze signs of shoes put in Shanghai blue and fluorescent yellow in the sole, insole and so on. In addition to the
effect of the finishing touch, the brand's sponsorship of Michigan and Lenovo university. 

Air Jordan 12 Low 'Wolf Grey' is scheduled for sale on March 18th, with men's sizes and size of children's shoes released together. 

source: Sneaker News

Reebok Aztec recently officially return back to the double, published in 1979, while foreign classic shoes store Packer Shoes with its cooperation with Reebok again as sources of inspiration,
select Insta Pump Fury as a blueprint, to pay tribute to Aztec through the color transfer, has a considerable degree of similarity in the distribution of the body of the shoe on the block. In
particular, the original air pump system Insta Pump Fury replace bootlace also conforms to the theme of the three Aztec, with laces as part of the decoration details, meaningful link also allows
both Bengchu new spark, and again Aztec engraved Packer Shoes X Reebok Insta campaign, Pump Fury. "Aztec has been in August 8th in the overseas listed channel. 

source: Nice Kicks

Nike classic not to reclaim the popular Air Force 1 and Air Max 1 as the starting, get rid of the previous white elegant and concise, deep color with the two wheat with a strong flavor of autumn
and winter as the main to the present. The shoes were made of high textured Brown frosted leather, and the midsole was made of semi transparent rubber. Unlike the Air Force 1's single line
system, the midsole of Air Max 1 is a quiet iron gray, and I wonder what shoes each of you would prefer 
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adidas day before the sale China TMAC 3 'All Star' Retro special boxed edition, the limited edition of five hundred group sales. TMAC 3 Retro cancelled the original adiPRENE+ shock
absorbers and boots design, but even so, wearing a bright blue coat seemed to lead us back to the original Star race. 

source: Hupu

Following the Taipei 
field on activity after the critically acclaimed, PUMA MOBIUM ELITE tried to move to the Taoyuan activities with Kaohsiung! 5/12 PM 3:00~6:00 in Taiwan, 5/19 3:00~6:00 mall shopping
centre in the dream era of happiness square, are able to track small intimate prepare on the PUMA MOBIUM ELITE dynamic optimum running technology, want to experience the people who
don't miss! 

will receive a small gift at the site, and if the results are ahead, all participants will also get a free Mobium Elite pair! 
Mao Mao Shopping Center 

view a larger map 
Dream Mall 

view a larger map 

Mr. Grant 
even Hill this year announced his retirement, but his classic shadow will forever the hearts of fans at the moment, FILA also announced in 2014 1 Hill Grant engraved FILA make love to his fans
to wear his shoes to basketball endorsement write history. 

source: sneakerbardetroit

as an international pop star and philanthropist, whether in Taiwan or Taiwan, Miley Cyrus are often in order to safeguard the rights and interests of all ethnic groups in the streets, sound,
whether they live in the city, or live anywhere in the world. She also launched her own The Happy Hippie Foundation to call on young people to stand up against the injustices of LGBTQ
teenagers. 
source: Miley Cyrus 
Converse YES TO ALL also based on the same philosophy, support for youth, freedom of speech and equal rights - that is, regardless of gender, sexual orientation or identity, everyone has
the freedom to do their own. 

"the reason why I created Happy Hippie Foundation was to confront all kinds of injustices faced by LGBTQ teenagers every day.". For me, it's very important to work with Converse to promote
this movement. Miley Cyrus says: "Converse places great importance on teenagers and the rights of each teenager to speak and define adolescent culture.". I feel very happy to work with a
brand that has the same value and style of its own. "
" picture source: Miley Cyrus 
"Miley is an idol of personal style and a spokesperson for today's teenagers.". It is our great honor to work with this spokesperson for the LGBTQ youth community to jointly encourage the world
to support the declaration of YES TO ALL. "This is just the first step in our partnership with Miley," said Converse CEO and President Davide Grasso. "The future is wonderful.". Miley Cyrus
also performed at the Capital Pride concert in June 11th, and supported by Converse Miley Cyrus exclusive Twitter live, synchronized interaction with fans, celebrate Gay Pride Month together.

, #Inspired, #Pride, @happyhippiefdn, @converse, @hot995

A, post, shared, by, Miley, Cyrus (@mileycyrus), on, Jun 12, 2017, at, 9:27pm, PDT

2017 Pride limited series is based on the classic Chuck Taylor All Star '70, in particular the use of bright colors and bold details for LGBTQ encore. This series is now in the South and three
Dundun eco wise Wuchang five Converse stores selling points, including tannins and white two kinds of shoes.



, when second people in the Pippen paused at a game, held up the camera to the camera, wore the 10 generation left foot, fingers than the soles of the air, which means that Jordan can hope
to return to the stadium. Soon after, in March 1995, the basketball gods Micheal Jordan sentence "I am back." to the world of countless fans fifth games back after the tread on air, Nick on New
York, at No. 45 Jordan for the first time to return to Madison square garden gave Nick fans home court everlasting life unforgettable night, the night he was alone with 55 divided Bulls win on the
road, tell people with action, I'm back! The 10 generation was followed by Jordan's first comeback routine. 
appearance elegant 10 generation Jordan ten years brilliant record engraved on the sole, to commemorate the full AJ is a pair of shoes in 2012 generation, engraved listing, a lot of red and
black lines, such as Chicago classic color, and we now see is one sample shoes "Stealth" color, color and ankles and sold in different multi eyelet embroidered on the No. 23; as you can see,
the last commercially available version of the 10 generation of the embroidery logo No. 23 has been cancelled, for many shoes fans should feel quite a pity, after all, on behalf of history the
greatest basketball player 23 is the soul of the whole pair of shoes. 

source: ebay
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